
 

 

SORULARIN TAMAMI DAHA ÖNCEKİ YILLARDA YAPILAN SINAVLARDAN ALINMIŞTIR. 

DENEME 1   

 

1. - 6. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz. 

 

1) The element “zircon” has been important not only for understanding the age of the continents but also 

for ___________ when life first appeared.  

A) determining  

B) approving  

C) providing  

D) affording  

E) supporting  

 

2) Although money is not the only means of payment for goods and services, it is the one which is most 

___________ used.  

A) densely  

B) widely  

C) closely  

D) suddenly  

E) inclusively  

 

3) Classifying is a fundamental cognitive process that refers to the sorting of objects, events, living things, 

and phenomena into clusters according to their ___________ characteristics.  

A) additional  

B) relative  

C) common  

D) ultimate  

E) necessary  

 

4) Psychologists say that there is a genetic ___________ to willpower, but that upbringing may also have an 

effect.  

A) description  

B) selection  

C) attachment  

D) component  

E) reaction  

 

5) After World War II, the United States began to ___________ Britain’s role as the leading foreign player 

in Iranian politics.  

A) take over  

B) hold up  

C) put off  

D) keep out  

E) look after  

 

6) As people mature and gain experience in a variety of situations, they learn strategies for ___________ 

their emotions.  

A) sending out   

B) clearing out   

C) going off   

D) dealing with   

E) stepping down   

 



 

 

7. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz. 

 

7) Prevention is the ideal way to approach pain, and several educational programmes that ___________ 

workers to avoid lower back injuries ___________ some effectiveness.  

A) are training / would show 

B) would train / had shown 

C) have trained / showed 

D) train / have shown 

E) trained / will show 

 

8) A battery cell that ___________ popular during the nineteenth century ___________ in 1836 by the 

English chemist John Frederick Daniell.  

A) had become / had been constructed 

B) would have become / has been constructed 

C) is to become / is constructed 

D) became / was constructed 

E) will become / may have been constructed 

 

9) There ___________ no doubt that the oil sector ___________ the basis of the Iraqi economy for many 

years to come.  

A) has been / may have formed 

B) is / will form 

C) was / has formed 

D) had been / formed 

E) will be / would form 

 

10) Scientists have studied the health status of native people in the South Pacific ___________ decades, and 

have noted the explosion of diet-related disease ___________ the area.  

A) for / in 

B) throughout / over 

C) through / about 

D) by / off 

E) of / at 

 

11) Evidence clearly shows there is a preventive effect ___________ aspirin and other anti-inflammatory 

drugs ___________ colorectal cancer.  

A) after / with 

B) on / to 

C) of / on 

D) without / by 

E) between / beside 

 

12) Thanks to the popularity of nature documentaries on television, most people know that many animals 

migrate from one place to another ___________ the seasons change.  

A) so that 

B) even though 

C) in case 

D) whether 

E) as 

 

 

 

 



 

 

13) Mountaineering can kill brain cells, ___________ among climbers who do not suffer from altitude 

sickness.  

A) further 

B) just as 

C) almost 

D) even 

E) moreover 

 

14) Freud’s favourite way of understanding his patients was dream interpretation, ___________ he 

encouraged people to talk without restraint about their dreams.  

A) but 

B) while 

C) although 

D) so 

E) before 

 

15) Crystals are created ___________ cooling and crystallization take place at an appropriate depth and 

with sufficient time.  

A) until 

B) though 

C) so 

D) before 

E) when 

 

16) In social terms, ___________ membership in a particular society ___________ behaviour such as crime 

is sufficient to define a subculture.  

A) both / also 

B) neither / nor 

C) so / that 

D) less / than 

E) even / more 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

17. - 21. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz. 

 

Like yawning and coughing, scratching can be infectious. You see someone else scratching and soon you feel 

itchy yourself. Itch transmission has been investigated (17) ___________ showing people pictures of fleas 

and ants. This can make them scratch (18) ___________ watching someone else scratching produces the 

strongest response. A possible clue as to why this happens may be (19) ___________ when a drop of 

histamine, a substance given out in the body in response to an allergy, is dropped on someone’s skin. This 

makes them itchy, but they scratch all over, not just where the drop was placed. This suggests a mechanism 

that makes us hypersensitive to skin sensations and lowers the threshold for wanting to scratch, which (20) 

___________ the cause of infectious scratching. Why do we have it? Other primates also behave this way 

(21) ___________ several reasons. One theory is that it evolved in social species to help them notice and deal 

with parasitic infections. 

 

17)  

A) on 

B) in 

C) by 

D) at 

E) for 

 

18)  

A) so that 

B) but 

C) even if 

D) unless 

E) until 

 

19)  

A) suspected  

B) neglected  

C) violated  

D) revealed  

E) hindered  

 

20)  

A) may be 

B) should have been 

C) used to be 

D) could have been 

E) has to be 

 

21)  

A) in spite of 

B) by means of 

C) as opposed to 

D) apart from 

E) due to 

 

… 

 

 

 


